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The Basis and Goals for this
Presentation
I.

Assumes that the Cal. Supreme Ct. will make changes in the
“vested rights doctrine” to allow public agencies to modify
retirement benefits for active employees

II.

This is a paradigm shift

III. Agencies need to “redesign” their retirement benefits to make
them affordable and sustainable
IV. Changing retirement benefits is complex and time consuming –
it doesn’t happen overnight
V.

You need to understand options and their pros and cons

If you don’t believe me, just ask
the Governor
In January of this year, Governor Brown said that he had a
“hunch” that the courts would modify the “California rule,” so
“when the next recession comes around the governors will
have the option of considering pension cutbacks for the first
time.” He went on to say, “…several lower court
opinions…have taken the position that employees are entitled
to a reasonable pension but not entitled to any remuneration
they can imagine.”

The Anticipated Demise of the Vested Rights Doctrine
Cal. Supreme Ct. appears to
have selected the Cal. Fire
case as the lead case it will
hear.
Isabel Safie will present an
update on the cases pending
before the Ct. with respect to
vested rights. A webinar is
scheduled for July 19th.
This presentation assumes
that public agencies will be
allowed to modify (or even
freeze) future benefits for
current employees, without
having to substitute something
“comparable.”

A Paradigm Shift – Requiring
Different Thinking
• Before:
• Benefits can only be increased or maintained
• We have to contribute whatever CalPERS or the County plan tells us
• We have little or no control over what we pay for benefits
• We are on the hook for the payment of “lifetime” benefits
• After:
• We should only provide benefit levels that we can afford
• If benefit costs become too great, they can be reduced
• It’s necessary for employees to share the investment risk associated
with their retirements

A Paradigm Shift – Requiring
Different Thinking
Agencies will have choices to make:
• Stay in CalPERS or not
• Keep some form of DB or not
• Base new plans on past practices
• Design new plans based on fiscal and
budgetary realities

A Paradigm Shift – Cost-Sharing
DB to Agency-Maintained DCs
• Before (Cost-sharing DB (i.e.,
CalPERS)):
• CalPERS is largely a “one-size
fits all” system
• You get on the “bus” for the ride
and they charge you whatever
they think it should cost – even if
they have used too much gas or
have gotten lost
• A “Hotel California” scenario

A Paradigm Shift – Cost-Sharing
DB to Agency-Maintained DCs
• After (Agency-maintained DCs (i.e., a combination of defined
contributions plans) :
• You negotiate/design retirement benefits for your agency’s situation
(budget, competitiveness, worker demographics)
• You decide how much you can afford and will pay into the retirement
program
• Employees can still be required to contribute towards their retirement
• The “market risks” currently found in DBPs can be completely or
partially shifted to employees

A Paradigm Shift – Taking On New
and Different Responsibilities?
• Do you want to stay in CalPERS or County Plan?
• Benefits are determined by legislation/statute
• Subject to projections and cost allocations of “system’s” actuaries and its administrative
board (typically a political entity)
• Required contribution levels are dictated to you
• Little or no control over the terms of the plan (eligibility, exclusions, vesting, etc.)
• Subject to system’s rules on making changes or getting out
• Do you want to establish/maintain a standalone plan(s):
• Your agency decides on the levels of benefits or contributions; design/
contributions/benefits can be more easily made (more quickly)
• Your agency takes on the “administration” and the “investment”
• If you have a DBP, you hire actuaries and have control over “assumptions”
• You (or the plan’s fiduciaries) get to interpret the plan and its rules

A “Minor” Shift? Current DB to
Less Expensive DB? A More
Modest Approach?
• This is a possibility, but will you be able to do it within CalPERS –
would you even want to?
• Do you really want to retain the overall complexity and employer
liability for a DB plan, even at a lower level?
• Most of the standalone public agency DBs we see are no better
run than CalPERS
• If you are hoping/planning to restore your budget by making
only minor DB formula changes, you must objectively
evaluate the long term prospects and risks of keeping a DB

Defined Benefit (DB) Versus
Defined Contribution (DC)
DB
• Employer “guarantees”
payment of a lifetime benefit
• If accumulated $ is too little,
must fund more
• Employer assumes and bears
investment risk
• Employer shows unfunded
liability on its financials
• Employer handles investments

DC
• Employer establishes or
commits to a level of
contribution (e.g., 10% of pay)
• No guarantee of retirement
accumulation
• Each employee has an
account, which they can track
(and roll)
• Investment
choice/responsibility can be
given to employees

A Paradigm Shift – AgencyMaintained DCs May Be Better
Than You Think
•

25 year-old, making $50K, without any retirement savings,
3% salary increase, contributing 6% of pay, 10% employer
contribution, 6% return on investment and 65 NRA will
accumulate approximately $1,933,000 by age 65, which can be
rolled-over tax-free to an IRA.

•

35 year-old, making $100K, with $50K in retirement
savings, 3% salary increase, contributing 6% of pay, 10%
employer contribution, 6% return on investment and 65 NRA
will accumulate approximately $2,113,000 by age 65, which
can be rolled-over tax-free to an IRA.

•

40 year-old, making $125K, with $100K in retirement
savings, 3% salary increase, contributing 8% of pay, 15%
employer contribution, 6% return on investment and 65 NRA
will accumulate approximately $2,603,000 by age 65, which
can be rolled-over tax-free to an IRA.

A Paradigm Shift – A Few Things
That You Need to Know About
Public Agency DCs
• Under IRS rules, you can legally discriminate: that is, provide
different levels of contribution or match to different groups
• You do not need to cover everyone; possible to have plans for just
one or two employees or separate plans for each worker group
• You can use a combination of plans, including a “discretionary
contribution” plan that gives you more contribution flexibility
• Using a combination of 457(b) and 401(a) plans, you can set aside as
much as $73,500 - $79,500 (if over 50)
• You don’t have to allow participant-directed investment; it’s an
option

A Paradigm Shift – Requires
Careful Thought and Planning
• Do not rush:
• By replicating or replacing DB-type
benefits with DC benefits (that isn’t the
goal)
• Think carefully about what your
workforce is today and what it may
look like in 20 years
• Consider benefit levels in the private
sector and what may be appropriate in
the future
• Certain unions may insist on
“equivalent” benefits

A Paradigm Shift – Requires
Careful Thought and Planning
Agency-maintained DCs (i.e., a combination of defined contributions plans) :
• You negotiate/design retirement benefits for your agency’s situation
(budget, competitiveness, worker demographics)
• You decide how much you can afford and will pay into the retirement
program
• Employees can still be required to contribute towards their retirement
• The “market risks” currently found in DBPs can be completely or
partially shifted to employees

Not so fast! Impediments to
Change
• CalPERS/CalSTRS/County Plans will all likely require
legislation before new accruals can be frozen or
agency participation terminated
• More litigation (or labor-influenced legislation)
• Current MOUs – Plan for the future
• Hiring and competitive considerations – no one wants
to be first to lower benefits
• No well-articulated “plans” for the future

Next Steps
• Analyze/inventory your current retirement benefits (where they
are, who controls them, how you freeze/terminate them, MOUs)
• Analyze interested parties and what their positions are. Begin
education/outreach process
• Begin to discuss and develop a rough timeline for negotiating and
making changes (remember, new plans take time to set up)
• If necessary, get help – there are a lot of issues and parties to deal
with
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